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New Product Bulletin – Bar Hangers* set a new standard
January, 2004
We are pleased to offer our new and innovative bar hangers. Incorporating the best features found amongst
existing bar hangers, and adding several new innovations, these will rapidly set a new standard in bar hangers.

Item #1287: 1 set
(1 male & 1 female
Bar Hanger)

Features include:
1) Mechanical interference to prevent them
5) Auxiliary nailing hole
from slipping apart, yet if necessary, this can
7) T-bar locking hole
8) Face nailing hole
be overcome with a solid tug.
2) Formed cross sections offer superior rigidity.
Typical plaster frame
3) Contains small outward extending tabs for
positioning flush with underside of joists.
4) Contains integral nails, which are:
- located as far away as possible from
6) T-bar mounting slot
the main bar to permit easy nailing.
4) Five-feature
9) 14” – 24”
integral nail
- oriented parallel to joist wood grain 2) Rigid formed
cross-section
3) Tabs for
for easier installation.
joist
positioning
- toothed to resist pullout.
- the sharpest available achieved
1) Mechanical Stop
through a proprietary process.
- retracted and surrounded for added
safety prior to installation
5) Contains auxiliary nailing hole for added retention, also located far from the main bar to permit easy nailing.
6) Contains slots for engagement with suspended ceiling T-bar, whose depth lets the plaster frame sit flush with
the underside of ceiling panels.
7) Contains hole for locking hangers to T-bar using #8 self-tapping screw
8) Contains second auxiliary face nailing hole for transverse or other unusual mounting orientations.
9) Extendable from 14” to 24” centers.

Made in dedicated tooling for the most competitive pricing.
Contact our sales department at 1-800-361-0983 or sales@TriparInc.com

*Patent pending.

